[Comparative Study on Protection Effects of CCl4-Induced Acute Liver Injury of Different Prepared Products from Gardenia jasminoides Fruits in Rats].
To provide the experimental evidence for the appropriate selection of the different prepared products from Gardenia jasminoides fruits by comparing their protection effects on carbon tetrachloride（ CCl4）-induced acute liver injury. The activities of ALT,AST,ADA,LDH,ALP and contents of PA,TP,TBIL,DBIL,TBA in serum,the activities of SOD and the content of MDA in liver tissue were measured in acute liver injury rats by carbon tetrachloride. Also the pathological changes of liver tissues were examined under microscope. The biochemical indexes of AST,ALT,TBA,ADA,LDH and MDA were significantly improved in all groups of prepared products from Gardenia jasminoides fruits,but not SOD and ALP. The lesions of liver tissue had different degrees of reduction. The different prepared products from Gardenia jasminoides fruits had the effects of liver protection. The nut of Gardeniae Fructus was superior to the peel in enzyme decreasing and liver protection. The crude was superior to the stir-cooked in enzyme decreasing and liver protection.